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M E E T  C H A N E L  N I C O L E  S C O T T

THERE IS NOTHING THAT REQUIRES 
MORE COURAGE THAN SUSTAINING 

AN INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP.

In the realm of relationship talk, your go to girl is Chanel 
N. Scott. She is the creator and executive producer of 
the all-new relationship talk show, CheMinistry, now 
airing on Fox Soul.

CheMinistry offers a candid conversation among 
celebrity influencers that centers around relationship, 
romance and all the raucous in between.

Chanel has been dubbed the “Queen of Relationship 
Talk” largely in part to the way she moderates each 
discussion. Her quick wit and unapologetic sass make 
her feel like that girlfriend who is bold enough to say 
what everyone else only has the courage to think.

As guests share their own personal experiences, Chanel 
guides and pushes everyone in the room to go deeper 
and look truthfully at their own relationship choices 
and the circumstances or crisis that result.

This kind of no holds barred brutal honesty causes 
sparks to fly, but in the end the goal is to support and 
sustain healthier intimate relationships between a man 
and a woman.

Chanel doesn’t want her own female voice to dominate 
the conversation. In fact, she’s taken her share of 
backlash when she advocated for one male guest who 
had been marked public enemy number one for his 
infidelity.

“I just wanted to know the male perspective,” says Chanel.

After several years of unfruitful relationships with men, 
Chanel realized that it’s probably better to hear from 
men and learn to listen in order to find a remedy to her 
relationship woes.

While she didn’t discount the intrapersonal work that 
was needed, Chanel sought to create a safe space for 
men to share their perspectives without condemnation; 
thus, CheMinistry was born.

CheMinistry is a relationship platform created to bridge 
the gap between purpose-driven men and women who 
desire to progressively move their love life to the next 
level.

We’ve all experienced the disappointment of watching 
that loving feeling fade without warning. The calls 
and texts become sporadic or cease all together. The 
interaction becomes cold and intentions grow cloudy—- 
you’ve stalled or hit a brick wall. When the chemistry 
of your relationships seem to constantly change for the 
worse- CheMinistry can help with that!

To appreciate CheMinistry, you must understand the 
woman behind it, how she views the world, her struggles, 
and the enormous giants she has fought to get herself 
and her brand to the level she’s reached today.

In a recent interview, Chanel shared where her passion 
and purpose came together to create CheMinistry.



A  R E L A T I O N S H I P  P L A T F O R M

One of the most googled phrases is “How to”—- 
CheMinistry was born out of my desire to learn how to 
do relationship successfully.

I had found myself in a string of failed or stalled 
relationships and one of my greatest desires was to 
experience something different.

How do you attract, create and maintain deep connection 
in a relationship? —that’s CHEMISTRY.

I didn’t want to just bash men or complain about being 
single and dating challenges... I wanted to offer real 
solutions to the brokenness in relationships—that’s 
MINISTRY.

CheMinistry is where Chemistry and Ministry come 
together.

In her reign as the Queen of Relationship Talk, Chanel 
makes the stage a safe space and sounding board 
for panelists to communicate vulnerabilities while 
discussing intimate, complex relationship issues.

CheMinistry is more than just another artistic and 
innovative idea. It’s a philosophy, state of mind, and 
collage of experiences that emerged from Chanel’s life.

CheMinistry is the shot of courage one needs to ask the 
tough love questions and listen for the answers with an 
open mind. It’s a transparent deep dive into places we 
all frequent; yet, are afraid to go.

Chanel has fearlessly allowed her own life to serve as 
the catalyst and tour guide for the trip...and oh what 
a ride it is!

CheMinistry offers viewers the opportunity to know 
better so they can do better. It simultaneously puts 
the spotlight on celebrities who have a relevant 
and influential voice so that people will actually pay 
attention. We give the people what they want so that 
we can deliver what they need.
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Healthy relationships are the result of intense self-work and elevated consideration of 
your partner.

In “Relationships Matter,” Chanel Scott gets raw and honest, sharing stories and 
anecdotes from her life to help readers achieve true partnership within their romantic 
relationship.
How you consider feelings, past experiences, emotional intelligence, desires, wants and 
needs all contribute to the success of a relationship.

CheMinistry has allowed Chanel to learn more about the issues that doom relationships 
and bring them to an early demise.

In this book, Chanel courageously shares lessons from her own life in a way that 
demonstrates how passion and purpose can be poured from pain so that others don’t 
have to take the long hard way.

Keenly aware of the growth necessary to move beyond her past’s hurt, pain, and 
frustration, Chanel intimates portions of her own story to illuminate her journey of 
enlightenment and self- awareness so that she could become an exceptional purpose 
partner.

“Relationships Matter” is a work of the heart, as Chanel has proven since the inception 
of CheMinistry that relationships matter to her. Chanel wants to see men and women 
thrive in healthy relationships. She has written this book for that cause.
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